Charlene’s Edition

✓ Dress appropriately when visiting the Main Stockroom. Wear clothing that covers the skin on your arms and shoulders as well as from neck to ankles. And, wear substantial shoes that cover the entire foot.

✓ When buying bottles of solvents and acids, remember to transport bottles in a rubber or plastic bottle carrier to ensure that you and the bottle(s) arrive safely to your lab.

✓ When removing chemicals from the archive, it is crucial to wear gloves when retrieving chemicals because chemical containers have not been decontaminated. Also wear safety spectacles.

✓ When refilling solvent containers, wear gloves and splash goggles.

✓ When buying and returning gas cylinders, make sure to be wearing safety spectacles and have a cap on the cylinder even it seems to be empty. Also, secure the gas cylinder to a cart; push do not pull.

A couple of laughs before you leave: